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ENHANCEMENTS

Tuning Up the Engine that Powers
Your Strategic Growth

Custom Properties Page Sections

Admin can now create new sections for your custom properties in
Target Summary page.  Order them, and specify visibility based on
target phase.

CLICK:  Admin                Custom Properties, then:

Note ID

We have added a Note Identification Number so you can easily cross-
reference your notes from the UI and an exported file.

 



User Deactivation notification

Promote usage of the tool and maintain a hygienic list of active users in your tenant.  
Set the number of days of inactivity for users.  Once that threshold is met, an
auto-generated reminder is sent to the user to remind them to login. If the user
does not log in by '#' days, a second auto-generated email will go out to notify them
of deactivation status. 

 
CLICK: Admin               Application Settings:

Enhancements

CLICK:   Admin                 Email Templates:

Optimized performance

We have moved the Import/Export function to its own dedicated server.  
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High Level Gantt Report

This report now brings improved layout and functionality with the inclusion
of additional context via on-page notations.

 

REPORTS

Enhancements
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Detail shown on High Level Gantt Report:



Enhancements

Dependency report & dependency by functional team Report

Enhance your reports with added detail and usability.  Gain visibility on the
dependencies at the workstream and functional team levels.

 

Dependency Report:

Dependency by Functional Teams Report:

PDF Export Objective/ Introduction:
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Enhancements

Performance report

Enhance your reports with added detail and usability.  We have added        
 "% Complete," Due Date, Grouping By Workstream, as well as a Multi-
select Aging Filter.
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Enhancements

DUE DILIGENCE
Due Diligence Module Improvements

We have made a number of improvements to the functionality and usability of
the Due Diligence (DD) module, on internal and external sides of the portal.

 

Closing Request Items via Bulk Edit

Set DD request items Status to 'Closed' using Bulk Edit.  Change the status
of a DD request item(s) to Closed using the Bulk Edit option, even if the
request item has not been answered.

 

Closing Request Items within UI

Ability to set DD request item status to Closed within the UI.  Now you
can set the status of an individual DD Request Item to Closed by double-
clicking in the status cell and selecting 'Closed,' even if the Request Item has
not been answered.
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Enhancements

Due Diligence Grid Column Configuration

Users can now determine what data is displayed under the Due Diligence Tab,
providing you with a customized set of information most relevant for you.

Multiple follow ups are possible for a request even if they are not answered in parallel.
In case multiple follow ups are opened, the system should give the option for submitting
responses to all the follow ups on the portal side - in any order.
In case of the internal user, System should discard all comments/documents which are in
a saved state for the internal users, and they are not visible. Portal user still can see their
comments and attachments across multiple follow up threads.

Due Diligence: improvements to the flow for multiple follow ups

Changes on internal and external portal:
1.
2.

3.
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Enhancements

If a number of follow ups are displayed under a request, then portal users can add comments
and attachments - saving to independent follow ups in any order. Upon submitting the
request all comments and attachments under respective follow ups will be visible to the
internal user.
If an internal user changes the request status to answered/closed before the portal user
submits, the request will be in a submitted state to the portal user automatically. All comments
and attachments, if are in a saved state, will be discarded by the system for the internal user.
These comments and attachments are still visible to the portal user in read-only format.
Info icon added for explaining “round” attribute. When sending follow-up requests the round
is changing in the app, pop-up in-app, and portal.

Due Diligence: Capture multiple responses from portal user

1.

2.

3.

 New info icon as ‘Round’ is only applicable for Requests:

Check any Request or reopen - follow-up Item can be deleted by the user regardless of Status. 
If a Request Item is deleted, any associated document should remain in the Document tab.

Due Diligence: Delete a request item, even if already submitted

1.
2.
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Enhancements

In import, the internal user can change any status (Open, Answered, Reopen, Closed) to any
other status (Open, Answered, Reopen, Closed) throughout the lifecycle.
Internal Users can add/edit: Group/priority/status/Due date/response/response date/follow up
response/comments in any state, irrespective of any action taken by users from the external
portal, in order to keep the system up to date with information received from any channel -
phone/email etc.
In the exported file, the internal user can change any status column headings where 'Export
Only' is written or 'Answered Requests Only' is written signifies that these are read only and
will not update. 

Due Diligence: update Request via import/export column heading

1.

2.

3.

The “Due in” filter has been added and provides the following drop down values (All, 1 week, 2
Weeks, 3 Weeks, 4 Weeks, 6 Weeks, 8 Weeks, 12 Weeks)  The report will take the forecast end
date using the amount of weeks you select from the current report generated date.
In case user select All option in “Due In” filter then the system will pull all future records
between report date and maximum future date within the 'Delayed', 'At-risk' or 'On
Schedule' record
If user is using the “Due in” filter along with Date range filter (From and To) then keep the
future date range duration similar to weeks selected in “Due in” filter.

"Due In" filter added to workstream-milestone & Task Performance Report

1.

2.

3.
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